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Abstract

The aim was twofold; to demonstrate the ability of temperature-controlled Raman microscopy (TRM) to locate mannitol within a
frozen system and determine its form; to investigate the annealing behavior of mannitol solutions at !30 !C. The different polymorphic
forms of anhydrous mannitol as well as the hemihydrate and amorphous form were prepared and characterized using crystal or powder
X-ray diffractometry (XRD) as appropriate and Raman microscopy. Mannitol solutions (3% w/v) were cooled before annealing at
!30 !C. TRM was used to map the frozen systems during annealing and was able to differentiate between the different forms of mannitol
and revealed the location of both b and d polymorphic forms within the structure of the frozen material for the first time. TRM also
confirmed that the crystalline mannitol is preferentially deposited at the edge of the frozen drop, forming a rim that thickens upon
annealing. While there is no preference for one form initially, the study has revealed that the mannitol preferentially transforms to
the b form with time. TRM has enabled observation of spatially resolved behavior of mannitol during the annealing process for the first
time. The technique has clear potential for studying other crystallization processes, with particular advantage for frozen systems.
" 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Mannitol is commonly included in pharmaceutical
freeze-dried formulations since it confers a degree of
robustness to the resultant products when it is allowed to
crystallize. However, the subambient behavior of mannitol
is significantly affected by the freeze-drying protocol as well
as the presence of other species [1–5]. For example it has
been shown that high protein concentrations can result in
incomplete mannitol crystallization during freeze-drying,
which may have serious consequences for the shelf stability

of the product [6]. Much work has also been done to inves-
tigate the effect of common freeze-drying excipients on its
behavior, e.g. lyoprotectants such as sucrose [7] and treha-
lose [8] which remain in the amorphous phase during
freeze-drying as well as those such as glycine [6], sodium
chloride [9] and buffers [10] which are known to crystallize
and thus might be expected to promote the concomitant
crystallization of the mannitol. Mannitol exhibits polymor-
phism [1,11] and it is known that inclusion of excipients
and the freeze-drying process affects the outcome of the
crystallization process (for example [1,12]). There is also
evidence that under certain freeze-drying conditions a
metastable pseudopolymorph may be produced [13].

The uncontrolled crystallization of mannitol can cause
problems such as vial breakage [14] therefore an annealing
step is commonly included in the freeze-drying protocol
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when it is included in a formulation [15] in order to pro-
mote complete crystallization. However, mannitol-contain-
ing formulations can exhibit extended primary drying times
after annealing, which is attributable to the crystalline
material blocking pathways for release of vapor [16].

Previously [17], it was shown using modulated temper-
ature differential scanning calorimetry (MTDSC), cold
stage microscopy (CSM) and XRD that the amorphous
mannitol formed on cooling 3% (w/v) aqueous mannitol
solutions crystallizes upon rewarming into the b
polymorph. CSM revealed that the crystallization process
(detected with XRD and MTDSC at !30 !C [17])
correlated with the change in appearance of an excluded
phase at the edge of a drop of mannitol solution.
Annealing at !30 !C also appeared to promote further
crystallization of the same form. In the current investiga-
tion the properties of 3% (w/v) mannitol solutions were
further examined using temperature-controlled Raman
microscopy (TRM) with a view to determining how suit-
able the technique was for studying this system. Further
objectives were to identify the process occurring at the
edge of the drop as well as distinguishing into which
polymorph the crystallization occurs.

Raman microscopy is one of a number of spectroscopic
imaging techniques. Briefly, Raman spectroscopy uses a
laser to irradiate a sample with monochromatic light. A
small amount of this is scattered with a frequency shift,
characteristic of the chemical bonds or molecules present
in the material. This inelastic scattering of light gives rise
to Raman spectra [18]. In TRM Raman spectroscopy is
coupled with an optical microscope and a temperature-
controlled stage. By carefully choosing the imaging condi-
tions; laser; objective lens and confocal hole diameter,
spatial and depth resolution can be controlled at the
micron level. This therefore allows the investigation of
the location of species within a sample and to observe
how these materials behave as a function of temperature
and/or time. The technique has been used to look at a
range of pharmaceutical systems [19–22]. However, there
are no published papers relating the use of the technique
for the investigation of frozen systems.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Mannitol was obtained from Roquette (‘‘Pearlitol’’ Cor-
by, UK; sorbitol <0.9% mannose 0.02–1%)

Crystals of the a, b, and c anhydrous polymorphs were
prepared by the methods of Walter-Levy [23]. In order to
produce mannitol hemihydrate the method of Nunes
et al. [13] was used.

Mannitol solutions (3% w/v) in distilled water were
used in the sub-ambient studies. Aqueous solutions of
mannitol were also prepared in the range 1–45% w/v in
order to construct a Raman calibration curve at ambient
temperature.

2.2. Single crystal analysis

2.2.1. XRD
Each of the three polymorphic forms of anhydrous man-

nitol was characterized not simply from unit cell parame-
ters but from ab initio single crystal diffraction data
recorded on a Bruker SMART CCD diffractometer at
ambient temperature, and subsequent structure analysis
and refinement. The same single crystal of each form of
the mannitol was analyzed using both single crystal XRD
and Raman microscopy for direct comparison.

The hemihydrate form of mannitol was characterized
using powder XRD collected on a Panalytical X’Pert
PRO powder diffractometer at 25 !C using Cu Ka radia-
tion in continuous mode with an interpolated step size of
0.02 ! and a counting time of 20 s per step.

2.3. Raman microscopy

Raman microscopy was performed using a Jobin-Yvon
Horiba LabRam HR 800 equipped with an x–y motorized
stage. Magnification (50·) was used, with an excitation
wavelength of 514 nm (power 10 mW), confocal hole
800 lm diameter. A 1200 lmm!1 diffraction grating was
employed to record high resolution (<4 cm!1) spectra for
accurate identification of differences in the spectra. A
300 lmm!1 diffraction grating was used to maximize
throughput while maintaining an adequate resolution of
8 cm!1. The Raman data were acquired using LabSpec
software (Jobin-Yvon, Villeneuve d’Ascq, France).

2.4. Investigation into the effect of orientation

Because of the use of polarized laser light for excitation,
Raman spectroscopic methods are sensitive to orientation
of highly ordered systems. In order to investigate the
dependence of the Raman signal on the orientation of the
crystal axis to the path and polarization of the laser beam
each of the single crystals was analyzed in three orienta-
tions. ‘z’ was measured with the long axis of the crystal par-
allel to the path of the incident beam (referred to as the ‘z’
axis in this paper). ‘x’ was measured with the long axis of
the crystal perpendicular to the path of the incident beam
but parallel to the polarization. Finally ‘y’ was measured
with the long axis of the crystal perpendicular to the path
of the incident beam and perpendicular to the polarization.

2.5. Solution studies – annealing at !30 !C

2.5.1. TRM
In order to investigate the behavior of mannitol solu-

tions at subambient temperatures TRM was performed
using the Raman microscope described above in conjunc-
tion with a Linkam TMS 600 biological cryostage. Temper-
ature control was provided by connection to a Linkam
TMS 94 temperature controller via a Linkam LNP gas flow
controller using liquid nitrogen as the gas source.
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One microliter samples of 3% (w/v) mannitol solution
were cooled at 10 !C min!1 to !30 !C before annealing
for time periods varying between 5 min and 7 h. This
allowed direct comparison with results from the previous
work. Raman maps at the edges of the frozen annealed
samples were recorded at 10 min intervals in the
2600–3600 cm!1 spectral region over an area of 10.5 ·
10.5 lm using a spacing of 1.5 lm (the accumulation time
for individual spectra was 6 s) for the first 90 min of anneal-
ing time. The spectral region for mapping was chosen to
enable simultaneous monitoring of CH and OH vibrational
modes of mannitol and OH vibrational modes of ice.

At longer annealing times larger maps were acquired
with 3 lm spacing and accumulation times of 4 s.

Two methods were employed to process the Raman
data, the method chosen depending on the signal-to-noise
ratio. For high signal-to-noise ratio data (averages, load-
ings and long annealing time data when the mannitol had
concentrated at the edge) the low resolution spectra of
the single crystals were used to construct a set of model ref-
erence spectra. The non-Raman background was sub-
tracted using a four point linear algorithm, so that
variation in the background would not disrupt the analysis.
The linear combination of the individual polymorphic,
amorphous and hemihydrate spectra that best fitted the
spectrum of each sample presented was calculated in
Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA,
USA). This Linear Combination of Elements (LCE) anal-
ysis was carried out using the region 2800–2950 cm!1 to
limit the analysis to the mannitol bands and to exclude
any possible interference from OH bands due to ice when
analyzing the frozen systems. The contributions from the
individual orientations within each crystalline form were
combined to give a total contribution for each polymorph.
The relative abundance of the various forms within the rim
of the mannitol solution at extended annealing times was
statistically examined using a one-way ANOVA. Individual
differences between the mean values of the individual
groups were statistically analyzed using Tukey’s HSD test.
In all cases P < 0.05 denoted significance.

The accuracy of the linear combination method was
checked by analyzing 10 single crystals from fresh prepara-
tions of each of the four crystalline forms (using the Wal-
ter-Levy and Nunes methods referenced above). The
spectra for each of these crystals were recorded for 8 s at
20 and 2 mW to give good and poor signal-to-noise ratios
to determine the influence of signal quality on the ability of
Raman to correctly determine the polymorphic form
within a sample.

Raman data with low signal-to-noise ratio for mannitol
modes (early stage annealing studies, when the mannitol
had not concentrated) were analyzed using Principal Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA) carried out using The Unscrambler
V9.6 (Camo, Trondheim, Norway). The spectra were mean
centred and validated by full (leave-one-out) cross
validation and the spectral regions for CH stretching
(2850–3100 cm!1) and OH stretching (3100–3600 cm!1)

were analyzed separately. Principal component (PC) load-
ings were analyzed by LCE to assign the mannitol forms
contributing to each PC. As the mannitol signal was so
weak in these early-stage annealing studies no baseline
removal or normalization steps were carried out, as the
high noise levels would cause significant, non-reproducible,
distortions on the data. Furthermore, since each map is
maintained at a fixed focal position, any changes in abso-
lute intensity are of interest and these variations would
be removed by normalization. This has the consequence
that the first 2–3 PCs (depending on spectral range ana-
lyzed) were accounted for by non-Raman variation and
were not employed in this study. Only chemically signifi-
cant PCs were retained.

2.6. Calibration

Aqueous solutions of mannitol in the range 0–45% (w/v)
in 5% increments were prepared and their Raman spectra
were recorded for 1 min. The non-Raman background
was removed using two linear lines between 2830 and
3000 cm!1 and between 3000 and 3800 cm!1. The area of
the Raman spectra between 2840 and 2990 cm!1 was
divided by the area between 3100 and 3600 cm!1 and this
ratio was correlated with the concentration of the mannitol
in the solutions. Because of the physical processes eliminat-
ing mannitol from frozen solutions we were unable to
obtain reliable calibration over a reasonable concentration
range. Therefore the results refer to changes in relative
mannitol concentration, which allow semi-quantitative
measurements from separate Raman based experiments
to be directly compared.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Single crystal analysis

3.1.1. Average Raman spectra and XRD
Fig. 1 shows average Raman spectra for the different

physical forms of mannitol (each spectrum of crystalline
material is the average of the three orientations), each of

Fig. 1. Average Raman spectra in the 2800–3700 cm!1 region for
amorphous mannitol, the a, b and c polymorphs and for the hemihydrate.
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which shows distinct band patterns allowing unambigu-
ous classification of hydration and polymorphic form.
These assignments were verified for the anhydrous forms
using single-crystal XRD, which showed each polymorph
to be an exact match with the literature structures deter-
mined from single crystal analyses at 100 K [24]. The
assignments of the bands evident in the spectra are listed
in Table 1. The spectra shown contain contributions
from the CH bonds (2800–3100 cm!1) and from the
OH bonds (3150–3450 cm!1). The CH bands are known
to be sensitive to the chemical composition of the sample
and also any forces that might affect the freedom of the
bonds to vibrate, such as rotations about bonds, steric
interactions and intermolecular interactions [25]. Thus,
in crystalline materials the CH region is sensitive to both
the conformation that the individual molecules adopt
within the crystalline structure and also to the type of
unit cell in the crystal. This latter aspect is important
in the mannitol crystals as the conformation of the main
backbone in individual molecules within each crystal lat-
tice is remarkably similar and the difference between the
polymorphs is predominantly that of the positioning of
the OH hydrogen atoms, through rotation about C–O
bonds, which determines the intermolecular hydrogen
bonding and thus the packing effects [24].

The OH region is known to be sensitive to hydrogen
bonding with the literature values for mannitol O–H" " "O
ranging between 2.65 and 2.81 Å (24), (26), (27), with
strong hydrogen bond interactions reducing the strength
of the true O–H bond and so reducing the Raman shift.
Thus it can be seen from the spectra (Fig. 1) that some
of the hydrogen bonds in the a polymorph are stronger
than the other anhydrous polymorphs, with the lowest

band occurring at 3200 cm!1. Furthermore, the main band
in the a polymorph is significantly wider than the b or d
polymorphs, suggesting that the strength of the hydrogen
bonds is much more variable and less organized for this
form. The OH bands are similar in shape between the b
and d polymorphs, though the intensity is shifted more
towards the medium strength hydrogen bonds in the b
form.

The ‘‘hemihydrate’’ crystals obtained using the method
of Nunes et al. [13] were revealed to be a mixture of b, d
forms as well as the hemihydrate when analyzed with both
the Raman and XRD. This mixture of polymorphs and the
hemihydrate is consistent with the synchrotron data in [19].
In the Raman data, the signal from pure hemihydrate
shows two much broader OH bands when compared with
the anhydrous forms (Fig. 1). This suggests that the water
molecule has a much less restricted range of hydrogen
bonding interactions than the crystalline anhydrous forms
of mannitol.

3.1.2. Orientation effects
The data acquired in each of the three possible orienta-

tions relative to the laser are shown in Fig. 2a–d, for each
of the anhydrous polymorphic forms and the hemihydrate.
The largest orientation effects are observed for the a poly-
morph, with considerable changes in relative intensity of
certain bands, several band shifts and a band (2986 cm!1)
that dominates the vertical orientation of the crystal (z),
but is moderate and weak in the remaining two orienta-
tions. The b, d forms and hemihydrate show much less dra-
matic changes in relative intensities of the various
constituent bands, but the spectra of each orientation are
nevertheless significantly different.

Table 1
Raman bands present in the spectra of each physical form of mannitol

Chemical bond a Polymorph b Polymorph d Polymorph Hemihydrate Amorphous

2866 C–H – – – sha –
2885 C–H wb – w – –
2898 C–H – sh – s sh
2910 C–H – sc s md –
2923 C–H s – – s s
2937 C–H s – s sh –
2943 C–H – – – s –
2950 C–H – s – – s
2955 C–H m – m m –
2968 C–H sh s – m –
2976 C–H s – – – –
2985 C–H vw s – w –
3195 O–H w – – – –
3232 O–H w m – m, v broad –
3285 O–H w, broad m w, broad – –
3337 O–H – w, broad – – –
3390 O–H w m – w, v broad v broad

a Shoulder (not fully resolved from adjoining band).
b Weak.
c Strong.
d Medium.
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3.1.3. LCE method verification
The method correctly predicted the anhydrous polymor-

phic form on 29 of the 30 reference anhydrous crystals and
revealed a mixed polymorphic form on one other, this was
attributed to the d form transforming to the more stable b
form. On average the expected polymorph accounted for
89.4 ± 9.3% of the Raman signal, with the remaining

10.6% comprised of a mixture of forms. As described
above, the hemihydrate preparation was revealed to be a
mixture of three forms, the hemihydrate as well as the b
and d anhydrous forms. This was also shown in the LCE
analysis; a mixture of these three forms was found in the
reference spectra obtained from the hemihydrate prepara-
tion. In all cases one of these three forms dominated (ca.
90%) and no signals intermediate between these forms were
observed.

These results suggest that the LCE method is useful in
determining the predominant polymorphic form present
in crystals of mannitol and its hemihydrate, but that the
detection of minor contributors is unreliable (e.g. for
results contributing to less than 10%), due to the problem
of overfitting. Use of more sensitive processing methods
such as PCA would be expected to allow analysis of the
trace constituents of a polymorphic sample, although
LCE needs to be employed to accurately assign the poly-
morphic forms contributing to each factor identified.

3.1.4. Subambient behavior of 3% (w/v) mannitol solutions
Previously XRD analysis had detected formation of the

b polymorph only [17]. However, in the present study a
large number of replicates were performed revealing vari-
ability in the crystallization behavior of mannitol (Table
2). Furthermore, it has been shown that orientation effects
can give rise to significant differences in peak intensity dur-
ing XRD analysis [28]. Indeed Roberts et al. investigated
the effect of orientation on XRD analysis of mannitol pow-
ders and concluded that XRD data obtained from manni-
tol samples are particularly prone to orientation effects
[29]. This is also the case for Raman microscopy, but the
changes in the Raman signal induced by orientation are
significantly less than those induced by polymorphic
change, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.

Ultimately it is desirable to be able to quantify the con-
centration of mannitol in each location, rather than simply
qualitatively detecting its presence. In the aqueous solu-
tions the ratio of the area of the mannitol derived Raman
band in the CH stretching region (2800–3100 cm!1) to the
area of the full spectrum is very well correlated
(R2 = 0.999) with concentration of mannitol in liquid aque-
ous solutions between 1% w/v and 45% w/v. Unfortunately
the behavior of sub-ambient mannitol solutions presents

Fig. 2. Raman spectra in the 2800–3700 cm!1 region for different
orientations of the crystalline forms (a) a, (b) b, (c) d, (d) hemihydrate.
Inset is a schematic diagram of the orientation of the single crystal to the
path and polarization of the incident radiation.

Table 2
The average proportion of the total spectral intensity (%) of mannitol
forms present in the rim of a drop of frozen 3% mannitol solution at
90 min annealing time

Morphology Mean (%) Standard deviation

a 16.7 5.4
b 37.2 11.0
d 22.2 8.8
Hemihydrate 20.6 5.4
Amorphous 3.4 3.3

Determined by linear combination (LCE) of the reference spectra for each
of the pure polymorphic samples (n = 6).
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severe problems for the calibration of mannitol concentra-
tion in ice as the more concentrated a solution the more
rapidly the mannitol is expelled from the drop upon
freezing (data not shown). Since the Raman effect occurs
predominantly at the surface, when recording opaque sam-
ples it is not possible to simultaneously measure the outer
crystalline mannitol and inner mannitol/ice solution with
a reasonable degree of confidence. Furthermore, the effi-
ciency of the Raman scattering can vary between both
polymorphic form and orientation. The addition of any
internal standard to either the crystalline mannitol or the
aqueous mannitol is likely to disrupt the system under
investigation, rendering it unsuitable. For these reasons
discussion below is restricted to changes in relative manni-
tol concentration, which allow semi-quantitative measure-
ments from separate Raman, based experiments to be
directly compared.

3.1.5. Effect of annealing at !30 !C
Of most interest in terms of the behavior of mannitol

during freeze-drying is the initial period up to around
90 min annealing at !30 !C since this is typical of an
annealing step included in a pharmaceutical freeze-drying
cycle. During this period both the mannitol and ice struc-
tures were observed to change subtly and so the two
regions of the Raman spectrum relating to these compo-
nents were analyzed separately. The signal to noise level
of the spectra was much lower than that used in the anal-
ysis of the single crystals detailed above, primarily due to
the significantly lower density of the mannitol in a 3%
(w/v) solution. This prevented reliable use of LCE to deter-
mine the form of mannitol present in the sample. Thus
PCA was used to give more sensitive measurement of the
variation in the mannitol signal present.

The loadings from PCA of the region from 2800 to
3100 cm!1 that contained contributions from the mannitol

bands are compared with the result of subtracting the spec-
trum of b mannitol from that of d mannitol in Fig. 3. The
loadings for PC3 match the pattern of intensities that
would be expected from a mixture of b and d polymorphs
and can therefore be related to the total mannitol concen-
tration. The loadings from each PC were investigated using
LCE as described above for the polymorphic forms, which
confirmed that the only significant contributors to PC3
were b and d polymorphs. The amorphous, a polymorph
and the hemihydrate forms were not detected in significant
amounts in these early-stage annealing samples. The nega-
tive bands of PC4 match the positions of b mannitol, while
the positive bands match the positions typical of d manni-
tol. Thus each data point with a high score represents a
spectrum with a higher amount of d mannitol while a low
score represents samples where the b form predominates.
Fig. 4 presents the effect of annealing on analyses at the
centre and at the edge of the frozen drop in terms of PC3
(total mannitol) and 4 (d vs. b) scores plotted from this
PCA for the centre and the edge of the frozen drop com-
pared with the results of the previously reported DSC
analysis.

The PC3 score for analyses from the edge of the frozen
drop shown in Fig. 4 indicates that the mannitol crystal-
lizes rapidly (by time of initial measurement, <1 min) and
that the proportion of mannitol at the edge of the frozen
drop increases throughout the annealing process, with a
greater rate of increase after #35 min. This suggests that

Fig. 3. PCA loadings related to changes in the Raman signal of mannitol
(2850–3100 cm!1) over the first 90 min of annealing at !30 !C for a 3% w/
v mannitol solution. For comparison the result of subtracting the Raman
spectra of b crystalline mannitol from the spectrum of d mannitol is also
included (for each the spectrum is the average of all orientations).

Fig. 4. Variation in mannitol signal (2850–3100 cm!1) as measured by
TRM/PCA in the centre of a frozen sample of 3% mannitol solution
compared with DSC data acquired over the same time period [1]. The
PCA scores from the Raman data are plotted for the edge ($) and centre
(n) of the frozen drop with PC4 corresponding to a higher proportion of d
form, while a negative score corresponds to a higher proportion of b
mannitol. PC3 is positively correlated with the total mannitol signal. y
error bars indicate standard deviation, x error bars indicate the range of
times over which the data were collected. The DSC data are displayed as
enthalpy of endotherm (}) and enthalpy of exotherm (h). Error bars
indicate standard deviation.
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the rim of crystalline mannitol is developing from the ear-
liest stages, even before it is evident visually. While the
trend in the PC4 scores from the centre of the drop indi-
cates that the ratio of d to b decreased rapidly during the
initial stage of annealing (up to #35 min) and thereafter
continued to decrease, albeit at a lower rate. At the edge
a similar decline in the relative amount of the d form was
also seen at longer annealing times suggesting that the b
form is preferred under the conditions of the experiment.
These results help to explain the apparent two stage process
revealed in the previously reported DSC data. They indi-
cate that the d mannitol present in the system converts to
the b form. The endotherm observed in the DSC data cor-
responds to that of an endothermic relaxation accompany-
ing a glass transition observed after cooling and rewarming
the annealed samples, while the exotherm is due to this
amorphous material crystallizing into the b form. There-
fore at annealing times longer than #35 min the amount
of the d form able to undergo the process observed in the
DSC experiments decreases since the stable b polymorph
has already been formed during annealing.

The O–H stretching bands from the ice were also inves-
tigated as it is well established that these bands are sensitive
to the ice lattice structure [27]. Their positions are corre-
lated with parameters such as bond length of the donor
O–H bond involved in hydrogen bonding, which is inver-
sely related to hydrogen bonding strength [26]. Fig. 5 shows
the most relevant PCs from PCA of the OH stretching
modes. (Higher PCs were found to account for variations
in the non-Raman background.) It is clear that there is
more than one process occurring within the ice lattice dur-
ing the annealing period as the changes in hydrogen bond-
ing require two PCs to fully account for them. PC4
represents a decrease at #3125 cm!1 against an increase

from 3200 to 3400 cm!1. Using the correlation between
the O–H stretching frequency and donor bond length [30]
we can determine that a higher score represents weak and
medium hydrogen bonds (with donor O–H bond lengths
estimated at 97.3–99.3 pm) as the loadings have positive
bands at higher Raman shifts while a low score is related
to strong hydrogen bonds (99.9 pm). PC5 measures the
ratio of intensity at 3110 to 3160 cm!1, which is the ratio
of very strong hydrogen bonds to medium-strong hydrogen
bonds (estimated donor bond lengths 100.1 and 99.6 pm).
A high score for PC5 is indicative of strong hydrogen
bonding, while a low score is indicative of medium strength
hydrogen bonding.

Fig. 6 shows the variation in the resultant scores. The
plot of PC4 scores with annealing time shows no systematic
variation in the centre of the drop. However, at the edge
there is a more reproducible pattern of change (except
the first, highly variable data point) with a clear weakening
of the hydrogen bonding over time. PC5 shows a distinct
downward trend with time similar to that observed in the
polymorphic transition (PC4) for the centre of the frozen
drop, as shown in Fig. 4, but with a time lag between these
two variations. These data show the reorganization of the
ice surrounding the mannitol consequent upon the major
restructuring caused by the d to b transition of the manni-
tol. This again helps to explain the findings of the previous
DSC experiments since it indicates a lag between the pro-
cess in the centre and at the edge of the system correspond-
ing to the disappearance of the d form in the centre and the
appearance of the b form at the edge.

Fig. 5. PCA loadings from the ice bands obtained from Raman data
between 3000 and 3600 cm!1, attributable to O–H stretching vibrations,
recorded over the first 90 min of annealing at !30 !C for a 3% w/v
mannitol solution. The Raman shifts of the ice bands are known to be
related to the strength of the hydrogen bonding within the ice lattice with a
lower shift (left hand side) corresponding to a stronger hydrogen bond.
Highlighted Raman shifts are discussed in the text.

Fig. 6. The PCA scores (calculated from loadings in Fig. 5) from the
Raman data between 3000 and 3600 cm!1, attributable to O–H stretching
vibrations, against annealing time at !30 !C depicting the main changes
occurring in the Raman signal attributable to ice hydrogen bonding. The
standard deviation is shown by the y error bars, while the range of times
over which the data were collected is indicated by the x error bars.
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3.1.6. Raman maps
Raman maps allowed the visualization of the effect of

location on the total mannitol concentration and the poly-
morphic form. The first of these, presented in Fig. 7, illus-
trates the movement of mannitol in the initial period of
annealing, before the rim was observable optically. There
is a clear accumulation of mannitol at the edge of the drop
with increasing annealing time. In the centre the behavior
was more variable, as would be expected from diffusion
of the mannitol within this region. In both regions a mix-
ture of b and d polymorphs was observed.

Fig. 8 shows the effect on the system of annealing for
extended periods of time where the rim is well developed
and the Raman maps confirmed the presence of a bound-
ary region that was rich in crystalline mannitol and low
in ice. Both the concentration of mannitol and the extent
of the boundary at the edge of the sample increased with
annealing time while the main body of the drop receded.

Light microscopy before and after mapping confirmed
the band growth (Fig. 9).

In order to identify the forms of mannitol present in this
extended annealing dataset LCE was employed as the data
showed a sufficiently high signal to noise ratio. The results
of the LCE analysis of the Raman data for frozen 3% man-
nitol solutions (Table 2) show that the mannitol preferen-
tially crystallizes, with very little amorphous content. All
of the anhydrous polymorphic forms and the hemihydrate
occurred in the frozen drop with the b polymorph the dom-
inant crystalline form.

Statistical analysis showed that in all samples the differ-
ences in the relative proportion of amorphous compared to
b form were extremely significant (P < 0.001), as was the
amount of b to a. The difference between amounts of
amorphous and hemihydrate was very significant
(P < 0.01) as was the difference between amounts of amor-
phous and o and between b and hemihydrate. The differ-

Fig. 7. Time resolved Raman maps of a frozen drop of 3% w/v mannitol annealed at !30 !C for up to 90 min, constructed from PCA scores relating to (a,
d, g) total mannitol (b, e, h) b mannitol and (c, f, i) d mannitol. The data shown relate to (a–c) the edge and (d–i) representative maps from the centre of
two independent samples exhibiting different behavior in terms of variation in total mannitol.
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ence between relative proportions of a and amorphous was
significant as was the difference between the proportions of
b and o forms. There was no significant difference between
the relative proportions of a versus o, a versus hemihydrate
or o versus hemihydrate.

This finding has implications for the stability of manni-
tol-containing formulations. For example, the results show
that it is likely that the polymorphic form dominating in
the freezing/annealing step will not be the same polymorph
that dominates at the end of the process. There will cer-
tainly be an effect of other excipients and protein on the
crystallization behavior, as discussed in the introduction.

4. Conclusion

We have demonstrated that Raman microscopy can be
used to determine the polymorphic form of mannitol,
and have used this capability in a TRM setting to map
the effect of annealing on the crystallization behavior
of this material at different locations with a frozen sam-

ple. The spatial resolution of the technique has allowed
targeted analysis of the sample revealing local variations
in behavior indicating that the mannitol is crystallized
rapidly (<1 min). The events observed using DSC were
attributed to transitions between polymorphic form
and the subsequent reorganizing of the ice surrounding
the mannitol, which were most significant during the
first #35 and #65 min of annealing, respectively. The
excluded phase that had been noted previously contains
a much higher concentration of mannitol than the centre
of the drop and this concentration increases with anneal-
ing. Furthermore, the method has demonstrated that
both the b and d forms can appear upon annealing, with
no significant preference for either form initially. How-
ever, the b form dominates after the annealing conditions
described here, both in the centre and at the edge of the
drop. This, coupled with the ability of the technique to
visualize different regions within a structure, has shed
new light on previous DSC, CSM and TXRD data
and allowed the clear location of the crystallizing mate-
rial within this sample for the first time. It clearly has
potential for further use in following crystallization pro-
cesses particularly in frozen systems.
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